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ABSTRACT 

The natural fibers in polymer are biodegradable and possess qualities similar to synthetic fibers. Composite 

materials with polymer matrices and natural fibers are increasingly regarded as an alternative to material 

replacement for various applications. The problem with the olden days engineering helmets was that engineers 

had to work a lot to communicate to external work whatever they wanted to at work. but an initiative had been 

taken to build a helmet which could be a remedy to many of the problems faced by these engineers and of course 

could be helpful in focusing the light wherever they want and whenever they want at the less effort and a 

continuous capturing and recording device is also attached to the helmet so that there is no extra effort required 

to be put in while at work. .This works on the programming and is going to be tested on Ansys software and the 

model is going to be designed in Proe-E software. In fact a model is going to be produced over here which 

could remove all the demerits of the modern day’s helmet and all the new features could be impregnated to 

modernize the olden helmets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A helmet is a form of protective gear worn on the head to protect it from injuries. Most helmets are made from 

resin or plastic, which may be reinforced with fibers such as aramids. All helmets attempt to protect the user's 

head by absorbing mechanical energy and protecting against penetration. Their structure and protective capacity 

are altered in high-energy impacts. Beside their energy-absorption capability, their volume and weight are also 

important issues, since higher volume and weight increase the injury risk for the user's head and neck. 

Anatomical helmets adapted to the inner head structure were invented by neurosurgeons at the end of the 20th 

century. 

Motorcycle helmets are safety devices that can be optimised to perform better in differ-ent impact 

configurations. It is not easy to determine the mechanical properties of a particular model of helmet which 

maximise its effectiveness in real impact conditions and it is not surprising that most helmet producers use 

empirical design procedures and as-sess the effectiveness of their products by carrying out numerous 

experimental impact tests. The application of advanced computational techniques (i.e. Finite Element Method) 

to the study of the mechanical behaviour of helmets has been conducted with a variable degree of success in 
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several cases. The use of virtual methods clearly provides a superior flexibility during the design process due to 

the simplicity by which the model is modified and retested. 

A helmet is designed to protect the rider in the event of an accident by absorbing impact energy and reducing 

the loading imparted to the head via the helmet. In order to maximise the protection provided by a helmet, it is 

important to identify the mechanisms by which a head becomes injured. The term ‘head injury’ comprises 

various kinds of trauma to the skull and its contents. Usually, several different types of head injury occur 

simultaneously in a traffic accident. The anatomical location of the lesions and their severity determine the 

physiological consequences. Injuries may be divided into cranial injuries (skull fractures) and intracranial “soft 

tissue” injuries. Indeed, skull fracture can occur with or without soft tissue damage and vice versa. Skull fracture 

occurs when the loading on the skull exceeds the strength of the bone and can be either open or closed. Skull 

fractures may be divided into facial, vault and basal. The most threatening form of skull fracture is basilar skull 

fracture. A characteristic of motorcycle accident victims is that fractures of the vault are rare among helmeted 

riders, but that basilar skull fractures are frequently encountered, both in helmeted and unhelmeted riders. Soft 

tissue damage occurs, during an impact, due to high strains within the vascular and neurological tissues as a 

result of both linear and rotational loadings to the head. The risk of both types of injury (skull fracture and soft 

tissue) can be reduced by improving the energy absorbing performance of the helmet. The advanced protective 

helmet achieves this with a liner-shell combination of appropriate stiffness to minimise linear acceleration 

during high energy impacts. In addition, the outer surface of the helmet provides very low friction, so that the 

rotational accelerations imparted to the head are minimised. 

A rider is highly prone to life threatening accidents and injuries due to the two legged and high speed nature of 

motor cycles. Helmets are protective head gears worn by motorcycle riders for protection against injury in case 

of accident. They act as face shields, provide ventilation and ear protection. Its main components are the shell 

and inner foam liner. The shell is usually hard and helps resist objects from penetrating during impact thereby 

preventing direct injury on skull. The foam liner help absorb most of the impact energy. Most helmets are made 

from resins or plastics reinforced with fibers like aramid. Helmets protect user head by absorbing mechanical 

energy and protect against penetration. The structure and protective capacity are altered in high-energy impact. 

Beside energy-absorption capacity, their volume and weight are critical issues that must be considered so as not 

to increase injury risk and discomfort user's head and neck as observed by neurosurgeons that developed 

anatomical helmets adapted to the inner head structure. Generally, modern helmets are made from acrylonitrile 

butadine styrens (ABS) plastics reinforced with glass or carbon fibres, fabric and foam interiors for comfort. Its 

inner foam is soft, thick and conventionally made of expanded polystyrene foam (EPS) designed to 

cushion/crush on impact. The outer shell is thin, hard and conventionally made of plastic or fibres like 

polycarbonate, fibre glass or Kevlar that crush on impact for protection and comfort.  

 

II. RELEVANCE / MOTIVATION 

 

Conventional helmets are manufactured from the plastic and resin material due to which they becomes heavy 

and that weight will causes heavy load on the bikers head. This will leads to risk of life of the biker also the 

strength of the helmet is low for plastic. To eliminate these factors and to ensure a safety of the biker composite 

material is used. 
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Advantages of composites over their conventional counterparts are the ability to meet diverse design 

requirements with significant weight savings as well as strength-to-weight ratio. Some advantages of composite 

materials over conventional ones are as follows: 

1) Tensile strength of composites is four to six times greater than that of steel or aluminum   (depending on the 

reinforcements). 

2) Improved tensional stiffness and impact properties. Higher fatigue endurance limit (up to 60% of ultimate 

tensile strength). 30% - 40% lighter for example any particular aluminum structures designed to the same 

functional requirements. 

3) Lower embedded energy compared to other structural metallic materials like steel, aluminium etc. 

4) Composites are less noisy while in operation and provide lower vibration transmission than metals. 

5) Composites are more versatile than metals and can be tailored to meet performance needs and complex 

design requirements. 

6) Long life offer excellent fatigue, impact, environmental resistance and reduce maintenance. 

7) Composites enjoy reduced life cycle cost compared to metals. 

8) Composites exhibit excellent corrosion resistance and fire retardancy. 

9) Improved appearance with smooth surfaces and readily incorporable integral decorative melamine are other 

characteristics of composites. 

10) Composite parts can eliminate joints / fasteners, providing part simplification and integrated design 

compared to conventional metallic parts. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Literature review on motorcycle helmet is as follows: 

A.Tanbakoosaz, R. Azarafza, M. Saboni, M. Alinejad and A. Bahmani (2015) 

This paper reveals that the, Head injuries are among the dangerous injuries which are common in all sport types. 

In the present study, the dynamic response of a punch to the head of a Wushu fighter was simulated by modeling 

the human head in ABAQUS software. Moreover, the maximum displacement and the stress distribution in the 

helmet and head parts were analyzed by finite elements method. The obtained results showed a significant 

interval in the response of different tissues to the delivered blow. The maximum shear stress, normal stress and 

displacement in the helmet were 5.616 MPa, 5.755 MPa and 1.236 mm, respectively, while these magnitudes 

were respectively 3.199 MPa, 6.268 MPa and 0.0001867 mm in skull, 4.596 MPa, 3.691 MPa and 0.1180 mm in 

the head skin and 0.01098 MPa, 0.8779 MPa and 0.04993 mm in brain. The present model with its unique 

features can be a valuable and powerful instrument to gain a better insight into the injury mechanism for better 

diagnosing of injuries and to design protective helmets with higher efficiency and safety for various sport forms 

as well. In the present study the magnitudes of shear stress, normal stress and displacement field due to blows 

delivered to head parts during competitions was investigated using a finite element model of human head 

covered with a helmet of VICING brand. The highest magnitude of force exerted to the model due to punch 

impact was 4000 N. The impact duration was 0.03s as seen in the time interval [B-C] in the curve. Results 

indicate that the shear stress causes the most damages in various tissues of human head and that the anterior area 

of brain sustains the most injuries. The highest shear stress in skull occurs in the anterior area of skull. 
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Furthermore, the highest amount of displacement in finite element model of human head was seen in the frontal 

part of the brain.  

R. Prasannasrinivas  and D. Chandramohan(2012)  

The paper presents Composite materials with thermoplastic matrices and a reinforcement of natural fibers are 

increasingly regarded as an alternative to material replacement for various applications. The substitution of the 

traditionally used composite of natural fibers such as sisal, banana and Roselle can lead to a reduction of the 

component's weight and furthermore to a significant improvement of specific properties like impact strength, 

crash behavior. One of the  

major fields of application for such materials can be found in structural components manufacturing of helmets. 

The helmet manufacturing aspects are reviewed. Both the thermoplastic and the natural fiber composite shell 

manufacturing techniques are presented with specific mentioning of the advantages and disadvantages to each 

type from the manufacturing point of view. Then the properties such as stiffness, strength young’s modules, and 

Poisson ratio of helmet from existing model is compared with the natural fiber composite material. 

S. Irfan Sadaq , Md. Abdul Raheem Junaidi , V. Suvarna Kumar , Joseph George.Konnully, Syed 

Sirajuddin Qadiri (2012) 

A motorcycle helmet is the best protective head gear for the prevention of head injuries caused by different 

carnial impact. A finite element model based on realistic geometric features of a motorcycle helmet is 

established, and explicit finite element, COSMOS, is employed to simulate dynamic responses at different 

impact velocities. Peak acceleration and Head Injury Criterion values derived from the head form are used to 

assess the protective performance of the helmet. In this present work motor cycle helmet is designed and 

modeled in 3D modelling software Pro/Engineer. The impact analysis is performed on the helmet when 

colliding to a target at different speeds of 50 Km/hr, 60 Km/hr and 70 km/hr that faces the helmet on the front, 

right and back directions using COSMOS software. The materials used for the helmet is ABS and PVC. 

Alessandro Cernicchi, Ugo Galvanetto and Lorenzo Iannucci(2007) 

According to Study, Motorcycle helmets are safety devices that can be optimised to perform better in different 

impact configurations. It is not easy to determine the mechanical properties of a particular model of helmet 

which maximise its effectiveness in real impact conditions and it is not surprising that most helmet producers 

use empirical design procedures and as-sess the effectiveness of their products by carrying out numerous 

experimental impact tests. The application of advanced computational techniques (i.e. Finite Element Method) 

to the study of the mechanical behaviour of helmets has been conducted with a variable degree of success in 

several cases. The use of virtual methods clearly provides a superior flexibility during the design process due to 

the simplicity by which the model is modified and retested.  

This work is an attempt to clarify modelling aspects encountered in helmet virtual test-ing, such as mesh 

dependency of the results, the influence of retention system on the response and composite shell modelling. A 

Finite Element model of a commercially available helmet has been developed and impact tested reproducing the 

test conditions prescribed by the ECE 22.05 standards. Particular emphasis has been given to the analysis of 

fibre reinforced plastic helmets, which are currently under further development, due to their superior 

performance. The results have been compared with experimental data and possible reasons for discrepancies 

have been analysed. 
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Thom, David R. 

This study presents, Thirty-two contemporary full-facial coverage motorcycle helmets consisting of 16 different 

models, two samples each, were destructively tested. Two anvil configurations were used: flat pavement and a 

narrow metal edge. These tests were designed to compare the helmets’ relative performance under identical, 

realistic test conditions rather than to determine compliance with any particular standard. All flat surface impact 

test results could be ranked by order of best performance: DOT, ECE, BSI, and Snell. Metal edge impact test 

performance was ranked with BSI performing best followed by DOT, ECE, and Snell. Energy-absorbing liners 

on modern helmets are generally more complex and perform better than helmets made 15 years ago. The overall 

best performing model was qualified only to the DOT standard. Helmets qualified to the high-energy Snell 

standards generally had the highest peak accelerations in these tests. 

 

3.1 Literature on Composite materials: 

D. Srikath Rao, V. Devender  N. Shyam kumar, B. Durga Prasad 

Composite materials are having a unique possibility of the tailoring their physical properties. They can be 

designed according to our requirement of engineering properties. Hence they are widely used in engineering 

applications; day by day they are replacing the conventional metals. Lot of research is carried out on the 

composite materials; every day new materials are prepared and used in industry. In this paper we want to discuss 

the applications of composite materials and special focus given to Indian inventions and applications. 

A composite material is the combination two or more distinctly different materials which are insoluble in each 

other and differ in form or chemical composition. One is binding material called resin and the other is a 

reinforcing material called fiber. 

Glass + Polyester = G R P 

Strength + Chemical resistance = Strong and chemical resistance 

The unique property is that 

Glass + Polyester = GRP 

Brittle + Brittle = tough 

Epoxy, Polyester etc are examples of resin and glass, carbon etc are examples of fibers. Thrust to weight ratio of 

the conventional metal alloys is 5 to 1 are achieved, FRP and metals leads to ratio as high as 16 to 1, the 

advanced fiber composites , the thrust to weight ratio is in the order of 40 to 1, hence the use of the composite 

materials is unavoidable in the modern applications. 

 

U.S.Bongarde, V.D.Shinde(2008) 

The natural fiber-reinforced polymer composite is rapidly growing both in terms of their industrial applications 

and fundamental research. They are renewable, cheap, completely or partially recyclable and biodegradable. 

These composites are having low density and cost as well as satisfactory mechanical properties make them an 

attractive due to easy availability and renewability of raw materials. Natural fibers have been proven alternative 

to synthetic fiber in transportation such as automobiles, railway coaches and aerospace. Other applications 

include military, building, packaging, consumer products and construction industries for ceiling paneling, 

partition boards. This paper deals with review of different natural fibers reinforced polymer composite with its 
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manufacturing processes and characterization especially coir and jute fiber. Natural fiber composites include 

coir, jute, baggase, cotton, bamboo, hemp. Natural fibers come from plants. These fibers contain lingo cellulose 

in nature. Natural fibers are eco-friendly; lightweight, strong, renewable, cheap and biodegradable. The natural 

fibers can be used to reinforce both thermosetting and thermoplastic matrices.  

 

4. RESEARCH ISSUE 

 

More than 80 percent of all motorcycle crashes result in injury or death to the motorcyclist. Per mile driven, a 

motorcyclist is 16 times more likely to die in a crash than an automobile driver. Wearing a motorcycle helmet 

reduces that risk by almost one-third (29 percent). Wearing a helmet is the single most critical factor in 

preventing or reducing head injuries among motorcycle drivers and passengers. The next-biggest group of 

typical accidents happens at night, often on a weekend, at higher speeds. They are much more likely to involve 

alcohol, and often take place when a rider goes off the road alone. These two groups of accidents account for 

almost 75 percent of all serious crashes. So the accident we are most afraid of and the one we tend to buy our 

helmets for crashing at high speeds, out sport riding is relatively rare. A vast majority of head impacts occur 

when the rider falls off his bike and simply hits his head on the flat road surface. The energy is proportional to 

the height from which the rider falls not his forward speed at the time. Therefore, to avail the properties to be 

included into the final product the composite materials are used. Hybrid composite Materials have extensive 

engineering application where strength to weight ratio, low cost and ease of fabrication are required.  

Hybrid composites provide combination of properties such as tensile modulus, compressive strength and impact 

strength which cannot be realized in composite materials. In recent times hybrid composites have been 

established as highly efficient, high performance structural materials and their use is increasing rapidly. Hybrid 

composites are usually used when a combination of properties of different types of fibres have to be achieved, or 

when longitudinal as well as lateral mechanical performances are required. The investigation of the novel 

applications of hybrid composites has been of deep interest to the researchers for many years as evident from 

reports. 

V. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 

Particularly in India, more than 5,000 motorcycle riders or passengers are killed annually and a further 70,000 

are seriously injured. In addition to the physical and emotional trauma, the financial cost of these injuries is 

estimated to exceed. Research Action on motorcycle helmets reported that improvements in helmet design could 

save up to 1,000 lives per year across the world. Approximately 80% of motorcyclists killed on roads Sustained 

head impacts and in half of these cases, the head injury was the most serious. Therefore there is a need of 

development of an advanced Protective helmet which provides a higher level of protection than current helmets. 

The advanced helmet will be designed to reduce both linear and rotational acceleration loadings to the head. In 

order to quantify the benefits of the advanced helmet, the impact response will be measured during a range of 

impact conditions.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
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The properties of helmet shell fabricated from the carrot fiber showed it had good prospects for helmet shell 

production. Helmet shell produced in this work with 20% carrot fibre reinforced composite had hardness close 

to but modulus much higher than those with other natural fibre reinforced composite polymers. The 

chemical/physical stabilities of the composite helmet were satisfactory as compared with those of past related 

works reviewed. Based on these observations, appropriately treated fibres of carrot fiber could be used as 

composite reinforcements for manufacture of industrial safety helmets. By extension of the study in a modified 

future work, the fibres can be used to reinforce military anti-projectile helmets and many related applications 

like automobile bumpers, dashboards and other engineering components that require high impact resistance.  
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